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Dont Be Evil
Manic Street Preachers

i play all the chords barred.

first of all, its my first tab, i dunno how the hell you lay it out, but ill
give it my 
shot.

so i went to see the manics last week and decided to learn the songs off the new
album 
by the way is brilliant, so im sure this is accurate.
ive separated the verses from the choruses because i know how annoying it is
when its 
jumbled up. cheers to the manics!

D
The lines have all been blurred
Bb
to the point of no return
F
the sickos and the bullies praise your name
A
you ve enriched their lives with pleasure and fame

D
As corporate as the suits you wont wear
Bb
as stupid as the jeans you tear
F
as evil as the pretense you care
A
God save us all from Satans stare

----------------------------------------------

F
Oh dont be evil,
C#
just be corporate
Dm                                Bb
and fill the world with your own importance
F
portray your tedium
C#
for world to see
Dm                               Bb
your own movie star and its for free



----------------------------------------------

D
The lines have all been blurred
Bb
to the point of no return
F
with normal people living normal lives
A
normal things seen through normal eyes

D
As corporate as the suits you wont wear
Bb
as stupid as the jeans you tear
F
as evil as the pretense you care
A
God save us all from Satans stare

---------------------------------------------
F

Oh dont be evil,
C#
just be corporate
Dm                               Bb
and fill the world with your own importance
F
portray your tedium
C#
for world to see
Dm                               Bb
your own movie star and its for free x2
  -
(yeah and its for free.)

Then verse chords for the solo. (which i will probably tab soon)

--------------------------------------------

F

Oh, the musics going,
C#
the sun is showing
Dm                               Bb
the printed word is all done and dusted
F
oh dont be evil,
C#
just be coropate
Dm                               Bb



and fill the world with your own importance
F
oh the musics going
C#
the sun aint showing
Dm                         Bb
pretend technology made us equal
F
oh dont be evil
C#
just be corporate
Dm                               Bb
and fill the world with your own importance

end with D.

----------------------------------------------

nos da richey james edwards x
my thanks,ebbs (:


